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Curious Detective + Me & the Machines
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Curious Detective

Curious Detective readers want "just the facts" when they are reading: real people, animals, places, or events! The more you learn, the more you want to read, and the more you read, the more you learn!

This list helps Curious Detective readers find books they like who also want to learn more about extinct animals.

- How Do Seesaws Go Up and Down? by Jennifer Shand
- The Kids' Book of Simple Machines by Kelly Doudna
- The Way Things Work Now by David Macaulay
- Simple Machines by D. J. Ward
- The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind by William Kamkwamba
- Simple Machines by David A. Adler
- Smash! by Mark Weakland
- Explore Simple Machines! by Anita Yasuda
- Build It! 25 Creative STEM Projects... by Caroline Alliston
- How to Be an Engineer by DK Publishing, Inc.
- A Maker's Guide series by John Wood
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